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INTRODUCTION 
The Customer’s need to use partner-hosted applications is growing rapidly. Access to these applications must be 
transparent to the end user. This document sets out the requirements to enable a customer to experience a seemless 
SSO with the CW Cloud using the SAML2 protocol. 
 
In this document, CASEWISE is the publishing partner, providing the Cloud-hosted Applications and associated 
services, called « CW Cloud – Enterprise Architecture as a Service », to the service subscriber named « Customer ». It 
may be that the Customer also outsources Identity Management to a Third Party, in either case, this will be refered 
to as the Identity Provider. Therefore, the Customer may be both Customer and Identity Provider. 

EXCHANGE OF INFORMATION WITH A PARTNER 
To set up a trusted relationship between the Customer and the Customer, the CW Cloud uses the popular SAML2 
protocol. This allows the hosted application to trust an external (to the Publishing Partner) Identity provider to 
perform the task of identification of an End User. Typical identify providers include third parties like Ping, but also on-
premise providers such as Active Directory Federation Service. Both Publishing Partner and Identity Provider must 
exchange configuration information (URLs, Certificates, Metadata File, etc.), in order to ensure a secure trust between 
the two systems. 

 
In the ADFS service, configuring a partner means creating a « Relying Party Trust ». 
 

Configuration items 
The table below summarizes typical questions asked by the Customer, and the parameters to be exchanged between 
the two parties. There are two ways to share the information to complete this trust; manually or through a meta-data 
file. The simplest method is to acquire the meta-data file, or a URL to this file, from the Identity provider.  
 
For example, the Microsoft ADFS service allows the Customer to export the Metadata file, which can then, simply be 
sent to the Publishing partner. In case of incompatibility of the Metadata file content, it is also possible to manually 
configure each parameter of the trust service.  
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Information to be 
Collectd 

Who is responsible ? When is 
this 

needed ? 

Description 

Does the application 
support 
Authentication that is 
« SP-Initiated » (Service 
Provider Initiated) ? 

CASEWISE - CLIENT RFI  Yes: The user will connect directly to the Publishing 
Partner’s Application web page, the authentication is 
transparent.  
It is not necessary to first connect to a separate 
service«  ("idp initiated lo »on") 

What is the access URL 
to reach the application 
for the end user 

CASEWISE ---> CLIENT Config In SP-Initiated mode, the user connects to a URL on 
the publis’er's site. This URL will be provided by the 
Publishing Partner for the customer’s users. 

Metadata CASEWISE <---> CLIENT  Export and exchange of configuration data for the 
identity provider trust 

Authentification 
- SAML 

 

CASEWISE ---> CLIENT RFI The Publishing Partner provides SAML2.0 
authentication by means of a SAML2.0 token 

Login URL CLIENT ---> CASEWISE Config / 
Metadata 

Allows the partner to know how to use the "SP-
Initiated" mode to redirect the user to the CLIENT 
authentication server. 

Relying party Identifier CASEWISE ---> CLIENT Config / 
Metadata 

Allows the Identity Provider to know who the token 
request is for. This is a URL to the Partner Application. 

Certificate of 
SAML signature 

CLIENT ---> CASEWISE Config / 
Metadata 

The partner will sign the requests that it sends to 
Identity Provider, the Identity Provider must provide 
the public key of the certificate. 
The end date of this certificate will also be supplied. 

Certificate of 
Encryption of the token 

CASEWISE ---> CLIENT Config / 
Metadata 

The partner wants the Identify Provider to encrypt the 
SAML token, so must provide the public key of the 
certificate it uses. This is provided after the trust has 
been established. 
The end date of this certificate will be provided. 

Claims CASEWISE ---> CLIENT Config / 
Metadata 

This details which user attributes are required in the 
SAML token 
- E-mail 
- Logon Name 
Are a minimum. It is also possible to specify groups 
that can be used to combine user’s access. For group 
management please speak with a services 
representative. 

Application 
Endpoint URL and 
Method 

CASEWISE ---> CLIENT Config / 
Metadata 

After generating a SAML token, the Identity Provider 
builds a page with JavaScript script to redirect the 
user's Browser to the loaded application to read the 
token. This is provided after the trust has been 
established. 
The method in general is "POST" 

SAML2 Entity ID CLIENT ---> CASEWISE Config / 
Metadata 

When exchanging Metadata, the application is 
configured with the SAML2 Entity ID (service 
identifier). In the case of ADFS this is the ("Federation 
Service Identifier" found in the ADFS properties). 
In the SAML token, it will find this attribute and will 
compare. 

Certificate of 
Signature of Token 

CLIENT ---> CASEWISE Config / 
Metadata 

Provide the partner with the public key of the 
certificate that is used by the Identity Provider to sign 
the tokens (contained in the Metadata file). 
Give the end date of this certificate. 
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Certificate of 
Decryption 

CLIENT ---> CASEWISE Config / 
Metadata 

Provide the partner with the public key of the 
certificate that is used by the Identity Provider to 
decrypt information from the partner (contained in 
the Metadata file). 
Give the end date of this certificate. 

Encryption Algorithm CASEWISE ---> CLIENT Config / 
Metadata 

The Identity Provider will encrypt with an algorithm 
compatible with the partner 
- Sha1 
- Sha256 

Support 
"RelayState" 

Not Required RFI Since the application is not SP-Initiated, support for 
the "Relay State", which allows the Identity Provider 
to find the partner automatically and thus generate 
the SAML token without asking the user to choose a 
partner, is not required. 

URL of log out and 
method 

CLIENT ---> CASEWISE  Allows you to close the session properly 
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Example for an ADFS Identity Provider 
Casewise will need a few details from the Customer to configure the SAML2 authentication for Evolve. 
Please can you provide us with: 
1.    The certificate to use to establish the trust (public key) 
2.       The identity provider endpoint. (SSO URL) (e.g. https://abcdef.com/adfs/services/trust ) 
3.       The metadata location (if different from the end point) (e.g. https://abcdef.com/FederationMetadata/2007-

06/FederationMetadata.xml ) 
OR 
A metadata files, if a URL is not available (the file will then be kept locally) 

 
4. The Entity ID used to identify the Partner (if not present in the metadata) 
5. Logout URL (optional) 
 
From this, we can start the configuration our side. We will then provide you with the information you require to 
reciprocate the trust. 
 

Information provided by Casewise Details 

URL to access the application 
for the user 

https://customer.host.casewise.com/evolve/  

Authentication Type SAML2 

Will your application use 
 IdP-initiated or SP-initiate 
 federated authentication? 

SP initiated 
 

Relying party Identifier  
In ADFS, create a replying party 
trust with the following meta data 
url 

https://customer.host.casewise.com/evolve/authservices 

Information required to be passed 
as Claims in the token 

Surname 
Given Name 
E-Mail Address 
  
Optional:  Group 

  

Information required by Customer Details 

SAML2 Public Certificate Public Certificate Supplied in email Attachment 

Claims 
Please Confirm Claim mappings 

OK 

« Identity Provider Endpoint » URL https://sso.customer.com/fss/idp/SSO.saml2 

Metadata location – if different 
from Application Endpoint URL 

File supplied in email Attachment 

Encryption Algorithm Sha1 

Identity Provider (IDP) Entity ID customerselectedid 

Log out URL and method https://sso.customer.com/simplesaml 
/module.php/saml/sp/saml2-logout.php/test 
Method : Redirect 

 

  

https://abcdef.com/adfs/services/trust
https://abcdef.com/FederationMetadata/2007-06/FederationMetadata.xml
https://abcdef.com/FederationMetadata/2007-06/FederationMetadata.xml
https://customer.host.casewise.com/
https://customer.host.casewise.com/evolve/authservices
https://sso.customer.com/fss/idp/SSO.saml2
https://sso.customer.com/simplesaml
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CERTIFICATES 

Client 
Several certificates are required to assure the security of the SSO communication. Note that apart from the initial 
certificate to allow the handshake between the Partner and the Identity Provider, the other certificates are fairly 
transparent in the process: 
- SSL certificate for communication between Users and the Identity Provider Service.  
- Signing certificate so that the partner can verify that the content of the SAML tokens generated by the Customer's 
ADFS service has not been modified. 
- Certificate of decryption so that the partner can encrypt the content of SAML requests that it sends to the Client's 
ADFS service via the user's browser. 
 
The SSL certificate was generated by the internal PKI CLIENT, the CA exists in all user computers, there is no problem 
accessing the CRL. 
 
Certificates of signature and decryption are self-generated certificates, they are valid until a deadline. The public 
keys of these certificates are integrated into the Metadata file that is given to the partners. 

 
When renewing these two certificates, it will be necessary to send to all partners the up-to-date Metadata 

file. 
 

Partner 
The partner may, use certificates to: 
- Enable the client's ADFS service to encrypt SAML responses. 
- Sign the SAML requests it sends to the ADFS service of the Client so that the ADFS service can verify that the 
request has not been modified. 
 
The two public keys of these certificates are contained in the Metadata file as the partner provided to the ADFS 
administrator of the Client. 
 
The CRLs of these certificates must be accessible to the ADFS services of the Client, to do this it is necessary to add 
the URL of the "CRL Distribution Points" in the white list of the proxy of the Client (Reminder, this proxy is an 
anonymous proxy authorized only for the servers ADFS). 

 
 
Before the certificates expire, CASEWISE must provide the new certificates to the ADFS administrator.  
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CONFIGURATION OF THE PARTNER 

Metadata SAML2 (Illustrated with ADFS Identify Provider) 
The configuration file for the Metadata must be made available to Casewise, either as a file, or a URL that points to a 
file. This XML file must be provided by the Customer to the partner. In this file, the partner will find among other 
things the address of the ADFS service to be reached and the public keys used to sign and encrypt the 
communications.  

Claims 
In order to authenticate the user, the partner needs to find in the SAML token special attributes called "Claims" (e.g. 
UPN, Email, samlogonname). 
 
These attributes are taken from the Active Directory. If the naming of attributes in AD and Claims does not match, 
rules must be put in place to say which attributes are expected in the token and under what "Claims naming" the 
value of these attributes will be stored in the token SAML. 
 
The list of Claims that the ADFS service can send to the partner is in the ADFS configuration here: 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
ADFS allows the conditional processing of claims with the possibility to manage already at the level of ADFS the 
authorizations of the users who have the right to request Claims. In general, these authorizations are managed on 
the partner side. So the configuration will be simplified. 
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Simple Claims Rules 
In order to deliver the Claims, it is necessary to set up rules for generating Claims. Rules templates are available. The 
simplest rule is "Send LDAP Attributes as Claims", it simply allows you to associate a Claims with attributes of the user 
in the AD. 
 
The "Name ID" claim is accepted by the Casewise Cloud Enterprise Architecture as a Service application, so we will 
create a rule to read the "Sam Account Name" AD attribute and associate it with the "Name ID" claims. 
 
The partner will therefore create the users in the application with as identifier the user account of the AD. 
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The partner relies on the logon of the user, so we put the logon of the user in the "Name ID" 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This code is the transcription of the graphic configuration above. 
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Claim Transformation Rules 
When the output attribute type is not recognized by the partner, a second rule must be created to specify the exact 
format of the Outgoing Claim. 

 
 
The first simple rule in the previous paragraph is required to read the attributes in the AD. 

 
This transformation rule can be made graphically with the rule model "Transform an incoming Claims" but if the 
partner has a particular Claims schema, then it will be necessary to create the rule manually by respecting the "Claim 
rule language" 
 
Example: Custom transformation rule for an interface between ADFS and a partner using the "Shibboleth" 
authentication module in order to issue an attribute "eduPersonPrincipalName": 
 

c:[Type == "http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/ws/2005/05/identity/claims/upn"] => issue(Type = 
"urn:oid:1.3.6.1.4.1.5923.1.1.1.6", Value = c.Value, 
 
Properties["http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/ws/2005/05/identity/claimproperties/attributename"] = 
"urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:attrname-format:uri"); 

 
 
This rule transforms the user's UPN into an attribute compatible with the "Shibboleth" module: 
 

 
« urn:oid:1.3.6.1.4.1.5923.1.1.1.6 » est l’identifiant normalisé SAML 2.0 de l’attribut « eduPersonPrincipalName » 
 

 
 
These rules are a required part of the federation configuration, in order to map ADFS attributes/groups to 
Claims that will enable the partner application to permit the user the necessary access. 
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Example for Casewise Evolve 
 
1.  In ADFS, create a new "Relying Party Trust" by specifying the Metadata access URL of the hosted service: 

2. Click Next 
3. Specify the "Claim rule name" as defined with the partner: 
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4. As Evolve requires user access privileges, it is necessary to have an ADFS configuration that maps to an existing 

user group in the client's Active Directory. Configure this information on the user group: 

 
 
5. Click Finish to save the configuration. 
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SYNCHRONIZATION OF ACCOUNTS 
All user accounts that access the partner site are created in accordance with the Claims, at the first point of contact. 
Subsequent connections by the user, will only utilise the Claim, to prove their identity. The access permissions will be 
governed inside the partner application. 
 
There is no synchronization between the Identity Provider and the Partner Application. The following rules apply: 
 
Rules: 

1. A new user can be automatically assigned to a given group/role/license on first connection. So there is NO 
need for a Excel file containing user names 

 Please speak with a Services representative to establish the best way to configure users, groups, roles 
and licenses, and to describe how to map these into claims. 

2. A user can then be managed within the partner application, without the need to changes groups or claims in 
the Customer’s IT infrastructure 

 NB: It is not possible to adjust the permissions usings claims, after the initial creation. With the 
exception of removal of their permission to use the partner application 

3. A user can be removed from the partner application, by revoking their access either through the partner 
application, or by removing all of their Claims to use the Partner application. 

 Every logon is authenticated by the Identity Provider. If the Identity provider denies the user access, 
then this will override any other permissions they have with the partner application. 

 
 


